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Chart Patterns:

Support Resistance Support and
Resistance
Incline/Decline
Lines

Broadening Bottom

Broadening Top Bump and Run
Reversal

Cup and Handle Inverted Cup and
Handle

Diamond Bottom Diamond Top Double Bottom Double Top

Flag Pattern Head and
Shoulders Pattern

Inverted Head and
Shoulders Pattern

Horn Top

Horn Bottom Pipe Top Pipe Bottom Rectangle Chart
Pattern



Rounding Bottom Rounding Top Three Falling
Peaks

Three Rising
Valleys

Triple Top Triple Bottom

Singular Candlestick Patterns:

Evening Doji Star Falling Three
Methods

Rising Three
Methods

Gravestone Doji

DragonFly Doji Hammer Inverted Hammer Hanging Man



Bearish Harami Bullish Harami Marubozus Doji

Morning Doji Star Morning Star Evening Star Piercing Pattern

Shooting Star Bearish Stick
Sandwich

Bullish Stick
Sandwich

Black and White
Candle Key



Three Black Crows Three White
Soldiers

Upside Gap Two
Crows

Upside Tasuki Gap

Downside Tasuki
Gap

Bullish Abandoned
Baby

Bearish Abandoned
Baby

Bullish Candlestick

Bearish Candlestick

Fibonaccis:



Fibonacci
Retracement

Fibonacci Arcs Fibonacci Fans Fibonacci Time
Zones

Fibonacci Sequence: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, …

Technical Overlays:

Raff Regression Channel

Andrews’ Pitchfork



Disclaimer: This website and document and all content contained therein,
including, without limitation, any content purchased by you (collectively, the
“Site”) is distributed for general informational and educational purposes only and
is not intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting, financial or investment advice.
The information, opinions and views contained herein have not been tailored to
the investment objectives of any one individual, are current only as of the date
hereof and may be subject to change at any time without prior notice. All
investment strategies and investments involve risk of loss. Nothing contained in
this website should be construed as investment advice. Any ideas or strategies
discussed herein should not be undertaken by any individual without prior
consultation with a financial professional for the purpose of assessing whether
the ideas or strategies that are discussed are suitable to you based on your own
personal financial objectives, needs and risk tolerance. I expressly disclaim any
liability or loss incurred by any person who acts on the information, ideas or
strategies discussed herein. The information contained herein is not, and shall
not constitute a recommendation, an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy
or an offer to purchase any securities, nor should it be deemed to be a
recommendation, an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to purchase or sell any
investment product or service. No representation, warranty or undertaking, stated
or implied, is given as to the accuracy of the information contained herein, and I
expressly disclaim any liability for the accuracy and completeness of information
contained in this Site. In exchange for using the Site, you agree not to hold me
liable for any possible claim for damages arising from any decision you make
based on information or other content made available to you through the Site. No
refunds are issued for online courses once a sale is completed.


